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I strongly disagree with the going ahead of the fingerboard mine.  I have lived in the 
town all my life. It is a natural wonder. Beautiful bushland, full of flora and fauna not 
found anywhere else, crystal clean rivers and creeks, with an abundance of aquatic 
life and a bounty of lake system to explore, also full of flora, fauna and aquatic life. 
This end of the world is a healthy natural beauty.   On top of the above, we have a 
huge fertile food bowl right at our finger tips. That supplies people and markets for 
miles. And keeps a huge amount of people in good honest work.  If this horrible mine 
is to go ahead. ALL of the above will be removed from this area. Our immediate 
bushland desimated by the building of roads and factory, machinery and fences. 
Then the constant dust and fumes will leak out across the rest of the area. Poisoning 
the local wildlife. Our rivers will become polluted and infertile. Washing down to our 
lake system. Taking all natural life with it.  And once the greedy business men have 
raped the land of everything they can profit from, torn our roads to pieces, killed our 
lake systems and decimated our flora and fauna. They will push the land flat and 
move on. Taking with them all the 'jobs' they promised. Leaving homes empty and 
shops to close. Its been seen time and time again.  This mine is not needed in our 
part of the world. We are a holiday destination, a place where families have been 
returning year after year, generation after generation. This will kill us.   Its been 
written about, its had movies made about it. But still, the greed wins. We need 
someone to stand up for what is right.  "When the last tree is cut, the last fish is 
taken, and the last river polluted, you will see, to late, that you cant eat money"  
Vladimir De Thèzier
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